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ABSTRACT
This paper used an amino acid location-based sequence encoding
as a feature extraction techniques to identify single chains antibody
molecules that bind to B-lymphocyte stimulator (BLyS) antigen.
The data were manually derived from the European patent
(EP2275449B1) text. The dataset was cleaned and made suitable
for the machine learning models. The accuracy, precision and
recall achieved across individual descriptors (Membrane and
Soluble) for Logistic regression, KNN, KSVM, and Random
Forest Tree was above 80%. However, it was much lower for the
Naïve Bayes except for the precision score. The promising
accuracy value achieved from such a minimal dataset has
significant implications for the drug discovery process – this
includes considerable savings in time and resources.

CCS Concepts
• Information systems ➝ Information systems applications ➝
Data mining ➝ Data cleaning.
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1. INTRODUCTION
There is a global concern in the increase of drug resistance bacteria
causing infectious diseases due there overuse. Infectious diseases
are the leading cause of illness and death across the world. An
infectious disease occurs when pathogens invade a host cell, starts
to multiply and cause the abnormal functioning of the host cells.
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This is caused by the protein-protein interaction between the
pathogen and the host cell[1] [2] [3]. The protein-protein
interaction between the pathogen and host is the molecular basis of
a disease, hence understanding this interaction will aid in the
development of appropriate prevention, diagnosis and treatment
approach [4].
Currently, these interactions are found by examining all possible
protein-protein pairs with an element of guidance from previous
experience. This approach is highly inefficient in both time and
resources. Moreso, the reactions that can be detected via this
approach only accounts for a small fraction of all possible
reactions [2] [5]. For example, in the absence of antigen
simulation, a human can make over 1012 potential antibodies
molecules that can react to significant varying antigenic
determinant [6]. Hence, advanced insight into understanding the
protein-protein interaction between the pathogen and host cells
with the aid of a predictive model would be a considerable
advantage in improving the efficiency of the process. This can
reduce the protein pairs to be experimentally tested, resulting in
substantial savings in time and resources. The main barrier to
creating such tools is in the acquisition of sufficient data to build
up a dataset of a size that will allow successful training of the
predictive model [7].
Hence, a key demonstrator in this paper was achieved using the
amino acid sequence of antibody and antigen as the data input for
the machine-learning model. This is a binary classification
problem as the model predicts whether a single chains antibody
molecule binds to B-lymphocyte stimulator (BLyS) antigen. The
data were manually derived from the European patent
(EP2275449B1) text. The data was augmented to boost its size and
quality. The data was cleaned and made suitable for the machinelearning models.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows: section two and three
contain the related work and a brief description of the machinelearning models, respectively. The research methodology and data
overview are presented in section four and five, respectively. The
sixth section contains the performance indicators and, the result
and analysis. Finally, the conclusion is in the seventh section.

2. RELATED WORK
Recent research in this area [8], [9], [10], [11], [12] have focused
on the use of deep learning models for predicting the pathogen-

host interaction. Some of these researches include that carried out
by Tian et al.; the authors used deep learning to predict compoundprotein interaction over balanced and unbalanced datasets from the
STITCH database. The author’s claim that their approach
outperformed the existing [9]. Wang et al. used deep learning to
predict protein contacts using both the evolutionary coupling and
sequence conservative information. The authors claim their model
outperformed existing approach when tested on 105 CASP11
targets, 76 past CAMEO hard targets, and 398-membrane protein
[10]. Wan et al. combined feature-embedding technique with deep
learning to predict compound-protein interaction. The authors
claim that the proposed model performed well when tested on the
ChEMBL and BindingDB datasets [11].
Hamanaka et al. predict compound protein interaction using a deep
learning model. The author’s claim an accuracy of 98.2% [12].
Other authors such as [[13], [14]] have considered other machine
learning approaches. Unterthiner et al. compared the performance
of deep learning with other predictors, which includes two
commercially used predictor. The authors claim that the deep
learning model outperformed the other methods when tested on the
ChEMBL dataset. Another technique using the comparative model
was proposed by [1]. Kösesoya et al. used location-based encoding
to predict pathogen-host interaction using several machine learning
models. The authors claim their approach performed better than
existing for decision tree (RF and J48) and Bayesian-based (BN
and NB) classifiers when applied on the Bacillus Anthracis and
Yersinia Pestis datasets as the pathogens and human protein as the
host [13].
This paper used the amino acid sequence (Heavy and light chain)
of antibody and antigen as the data input for the machine-learning
model to identify single chains antibody molecules that bind to
BLyS. The paper compared the performance of several machinelearning models such as Support Vector Machine (SVM), Decision
Tree, Logistic Regression, Random Forest Tree, Naïve Bayesian
and K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN).

3. MACHINE LEARNING ALGORITHM
Machine learning is a mathematical algorithm that enables a
computer to learn from example data. The most common type of
machine learning is supervised and unsupervised learning. The
algorithm learns from an example labelled data when it is
supervised learning and learns from unlabelled data when it is
supervised learning.
The identification of single chains antibody molecules that bind to
BLyS is a binary classification problem (supervised learning) [15].
The classification model will predict the protein-protein interaction
between Blys and the host cells, i.e. the algorithm will attempt to
predict a ‘1’ when the BLys binds to a descriptor or a ‘0’
otherwise. This paper will compare the performance classification
models such as Support Vector Machine (SVM) [16], Logistic
Regression [17], Random Forest Tree [18], Naïve Bayesian [19]
and K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN) [20].

4. METHODOLOGY
The research methodology as shown in Figure 1, consists of the
data collection/assembling phase, the data pre-processing, the
train/test data split, feature scaling, data augmentation, dimension
reduction, modelling and finally, the evaluation and analysis.

Data Collection/Assembly

Data Pre-processing/feature selection
Training/Test data Split
Feature Scaling
Data Augmentation (Training set)
Dimension Reduction
Applying machine learning Model
Model Evaluation: Accuracy, Precision
Recall

Figure 1. Flow chart of research methodology

5. DATA OVERVIEW
The data were manually derived from the European patent
(EP2275449B1) text. The authors of the patent formulated the data
using phage display to identify single chains antibody molecules
that bind to BLyS. These include single chains antibody molecules
that bind to the soluble form of BLyS, single chains antibody
molecules that bind the Membrane-bound form of BLyS, and
single chains antibody molecules that bind to both the Soluble
form and the Membrane-bound form of BLyS [21].

5.1 Data Preprocessing
The data consists of several protein sequences for a particular
antibody. The outcome of the interaction between the protein
sequence against the BLyS antigen for the four bond descriptors
(Soluble and Membrane) is 1 when it binds or 0 otherwise. The
amino acid sequence for Domain 1 (corresponds to the Heavy
Chain) while that for Domain 2 (Corresponds to the Light chain).
The Amino acids were encoded as integer values 1 through 24 as
shown in
Overall, the dataset consists of 2103 unique antibodies with 298
features. The ratio of ‘null’ to ‘positive’ data for Soluble and
Membrane are 246:1857 and 318:1785, respectively. The
‘positive’ data implies the sequence binds to the descriptor while
the null implies otherwise.
Further investigation of the datasets reveals that the values for 41
features were constant for all 2103 entries (40 of the unchanging
features were blank - encoded as ‘1’ and one feature tryptophan encoded as ‘21’). All 41 features were removed from the datasets
and the total feature left was 257. This is a small and unbalances
dataset with the potential of causing a high variance in our
predictive model. However, the availability of small dataset is a
common phenomenon in drug discovery. To mitigate this
problem, the ‘null’ dataset was upsampled using Synthetic
Minority Over-sampling Technique (SMOTE) to provide an equal
number of positive and negative data [22]. The data was split into
60% training and the remaining 40% for testing.

Table 1. Where 1 represents a blank in the sequence, 2 through 23
represents the 22 amino acids, and 24 represented any
undetermined or X values.
Overall, the dataset consists of 2103 unique antibodies with 298
features. The ratio of ‘null’ to ‘positive’ data for Soluble and
Membrane are 246:1857 and 318:1785, respectively. The
‘positive’ data implies the sequence binds to the descriptor while
the null implies otherwise.
Further investigation of the datasets reveals that the values for 41
features were constant for all 2103 entries (40 of the unchanging
features were blank - encoded as ‘1’ and one feature tryptophan encoded as ‘21’). All 41 features were removed from the datasets
and the total feature left was 257. This is a small and unbalances
dataset with the potential of causing a high variance in our
predictive model. However, the availability of small dataset is a
common phenomenon in drug discovery. To mitigate this
problem, the ‘null’ dataset was upsampled using Synthetic
Minority Over-sampling Technique (SMOTE) to provide an equal
number of positive and negative data [22]. The data was split into
60% training and the remaining 40% for testing.
Table 1. Standard Amino acid data encoding

the acceptable limit of 40% [25]. Hence, PCA was applied to
reduce the input 257 features to 6.
Table 2. Variance and Cumulative Percentage
Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings
Component
Number

Actual eigenvalue
from PCA

% of
Variance

Cumulative
%

1

107.267

41.738

41.738

2

63.649

24.766

66.504

3

48.485

18.866

85.370

4

27.233

10.596

95.966

5

8.145

3.169

99.136

6

1.473

0.573

99.709

7

0.749

0.291

100.000

6. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
This result compares the performance of 6 classification models,
namely: Logistic Regress, KNN, SVM, Naïve Bayesian and
Random Forest Tree for the two predictors (Membrane and
Soluble). The performance metric for the predictive model is
accuracy, precision, recall and f-score. The accuracy consists of the
ratio of correctly predicted observation to the total observation, and
it is the commonly used predictive model evaluation metric. It is
common practice to confuse high accuracy with better model
performance; however, this can only be the case when the false
positive and false negative are almost the same for a balanced
dataset. A sample confusion matrix, as shown in Table 3, helps to
illustrate the terms (true-positive, true-negatives, false-positives
and false-negatives). The true-positives and true-negatives
predictions are the correctly classified positive and negatives
variables, respectively. The false-positives are the misclassified
positive variables, and the false negatives are the misclassified
negative variables.
Table 3. Confusion matrix
Actual
Class

Class = Yes
Class = No

5.2 Dimension Reduction Algorithm
Factor analysis was performed on the remaining 257 features of the
dataset to extract common variance and put them into a common
factor score. Factor analysis is used to reduce a large number of
variables into less number of factors. Applying Principal
component analysis (PCA) [23] and using the Kaiser’s criterion
(eigenvalue > 1 rule) [24], the cumulative percentage of variance
extracted to determine the number of factors. Out of the 256
potential factors, 6 have an eigenvalue > 1 with a cumulative
variance of 99.709%. The eigenvalues are shown in
Table 2. After rotation the first factor accounts for (41.738%) of
the variance, the second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh
factor accounted for 24.766%, 18.866%, 10.596%, 3.169%,
0.573% and 0.29% of the variance respectively. The total variance
described by the 1st to 6th factor is 99.709%, which is well above

Predicted Class
Class = Yes
True
Positive
False
Positive

Class = No
False
Negative
True
Negative

Precision is the ratio of the correctly predicted positive observation
of the total predicted positive observation. The precision is a good
measure when the cost of false positive is high. While, the recall is
a good measure when there is a high cost associated with falsenegative, for example, in fraud detection or healthcare. The f-score
is the weighted average of precision and recall. The precision,
recall and f-score is a much better performance measure for a
predictive model than accuracy, especially for an imbalanced
dataset. The f-score reaches its best value at 1, and it worst at zero
[26] [27].
The accuracy, Precision, Recall and f-score for Membrane and
Soluble are shown in Table 4 and 5, respectively.

Table 4. Performance Metric: Membrane
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Model

Accuracy

Precision

Recall

F-score

Logistic Regression

0.80

0.91

0.85

0.88

KNN

0.76

0.97

0.74

0.84

KSVM

0.81

0.91

0.86

0.88
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Naive Bayes

0.44

0.94

0.37

0.53
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